Trading & Prime Brokerage
Bitcoin Suisse is pioneering crypto-financial services
since 2013. The company plays a crucial role in the
development of the crypto valley and the overall
Swiss blockchain ecosystem. The services provided
to the global institutional and private client base
include Prime Brokerage and Trading, Storage
Solutions, Collateralized Lending and other related
services such as Staking and Baking.

Our Trading Desk
24/7 Trading Access
▪

We provide 24/7 trading access, executed by
our team of experienced traders with trading
backgrounds within the traditional banking
industry

Large Order Execution
▪
▪

Ability to execute large orders reliable, fast and
at best possible market prices
Long-standing relationships with major
exchanges within the crypto-financial industry
and banks

Limited Counterparty Risk
▪
▪
▪

Swiss regulated financial intermediary as
single counterparty
One gateway to all major crypto exchanges
Handling counterparty risk of unregulated
exchanges

Bitcoin Suisse Online
▪
▪
▪
▪

28 different crypto currencies tradable
423 trading pairs possible
24/7 access to trading platform
Live overview of portfolio and transactions

Contact Information
Bitcoin Suisse AG
Grafenauweg 12
6300 Zug
Switzerland
Phone CH (toll-free):
Phone International:

0800 800 008
+41 41 660 00 00

tradedesk@bitcoinsuisse.com
www.bitcoinsuisse.com
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